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A Note from the Committee of Breeders

We hope that this newsletter finds all of you and your loved ones well and is something to
enjoy in the midst of the uncertainty, grief and confusion during this pandemic. Tamaskan
Dogs certainly have a way of distracting us from the world around us, with their
mischievous antics and the constant cleanup of fur tumbleweeds this time of year.
Sometimes, just running your fingers through a thick mane of fur is all it takes to bring
solace during seasons of troubles. If you are one of the many who has found yourself with
excessive free time, hopefully you have also found ways to incorporate some of that extra
time with your fur-babies, whether that be an extra long walk, training a new trick,
experimenting with a new training technique, or just a nice long nap (if your Tamaskan
Dogs allow it)!
     
The Tamaskan Dog Register is excited about the new outcrosses, litter plans and
announcements being made recently. The Committee of Breeders is also discussing
different breeding plans and outcrosses per the request of the owners and interested
parties, and are eager for what the year 2020 will bring in terms of even more genetic
diversity available to breeders and new litters to announce. If you ever need a calculation
run, or any suggestions on pairings, please contact us! We are here to help!        
 
Remember, the Committee of Breeders still has room, and more knowledgeable voices
and opinions are greatly appreciated. If you have interest in helping your registry by
volunteering your time, please email us at cob@tamaskandogregister.com.
     
As always, enjoy the read and the pictures below, and let us know if there is something
more that you would like to see in this newsletter in the future.
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Tamaskan of the Month

White Elk Parhelion
"Raiden"

Saxon Aquila x White Elk Luchta

From his owner, "Raiden is an incredibly sweet and silly dog. He is a dog that loves his
people dearly, but is also happy to find new cuddle buddies. Raiden is an amazing travel
partner, ready to tackle whatever is thrown his way - whether it be hiking in the mountains,
or working in a new city in a different country. While he is the first Tamaskan Dog to
complete his Trick Dog Champion, he continues to enjoy learning new tricks from "Do More
With Your Dog" trick list during his days off! 

Please feel free to tag us on Instagram (@raidenthesuperhero), or Raiden the Superhero
on Facebook! "

New Approvals

The following dog was approved in April 2020:

Booma Little Aussie Battler (Kyrhi), a female G1 Tamaskan Dog out of Runa and
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Blufawn Glen Campbell (Balto). Kyrhi is looking forward to her first litter later this
year, with Atrèju vom Heide (Jorah), via AI all the way from Europe to Australia!

The following dog received pre-approved in April 2020:

Aristo Jantarowa Wataha, a Saarloos Wolfdog residing in Poland, and bred by the
same individual behind Jatarowy Tamaskan! 

If there's anything you would like to make sure is included in the next newsletter,
please send us an email. If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, please

also let us know. Remember, we are always looking for your dogs' stories,
accomplishments, or anything else! Thank you!
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